Students, Faculty Attend Darfur Regional Conference At Brown

BY ALLISON ZEILINGER

Students Taking Action Now- Darfur (STAND) (organization) won the student Nagel 2007 by building regional conferences with the primary goal of informing students on how to become more effective organizers and advocates of halting genocide in Darfur. The weekend of January 26th The Darfur Action Network at Brown University hosted the Northeast Regional Conference bringing together a wide variety of speakers, ranging from the UNICEF Goodwill Ambassador Mia Farrow to Former National Security Advisor Anthony Lake. Eight students represented Connecticut College's STAND branch at the event and demonstrated their support. In addition to members of the student body, visiting Government Professor Nikolas Emmanuel represented the faculty and STAND is a nationwide movement born in 2004 at the Harvard College College was formed to increase public awareness around the violence in Darfur continues to challenge the international community.

At least 400,000 people have been killed, more than two million civilians have been forced to flee their homes and are now living in displacement camps, and more than 3.5 million men, women and children currently rely on international aid for survival. Despite an absence to integrate a strong UN peacekeeping force and cease-fire agreements, the government of Sudan is still active and continues to commit genocide crimes against civilians in Darfur with the U.N. Security Council's go-ahead.

Dr. Eric Reeves, as solicited member of the Sudan conflict, began the weekend by emphasizing the continued horror of the Darfur situation and the wish of tactics that young activists should take. He also discussed the current obstacle of Chinese involvement in funding the Sudanese government's armed forces and the Jagrawid. Along with profiting in a primary weapons supplier, China has abstained from UN Security Council resolutions and continues to be uncooperative in discussion of an intervention. In recognition of this situation, Dr. Reeves introduced the students to the new Darfur campaign, "Genocides Olympics." As China will be the host of the Olympic Games in 2008, this campaign will strive to publicize the country's central role in the international failure to stop the genocide. Dr. Reeves was careful in presenting that this campaign is not a boycott of the Olympics, but an opportunity to advertise China's connection to the genocide.

Repeating the Olympic motto, "Citius, Altius, Fortius," the video, "The dream of the people of Darfur is slanderously denied by being silent." (from left) Co-founders Paul Dryden '07, Danielle Momjian '09, Sami Pearson '09, Dani Speechel '07, Lauren West '07, Joanne Mahoney '08, Jennifer Greenspan '09, Alanna Gaffey '08, and Morgan Rieser '09. The conference was held at Conn in the Cummings Arts Center room 308, and copies of the conference program (bottom) will be on display at Scranton and the Lunder Arts Center. The conference was organized by the Human Rights Education (HRE) Project and Conn Students for Justice in Palestine.

Campus Gears Up For RecycleMania For 2007

Prepares To Compete Against 200 U.S. Colleges and Universities 2007

BY SOPHIE MATHEWSON

many days after the election

This month marked the beginning of RecycleMania, a competition aimed at building student awareness of campus recycling and waste management. Conn, which placed fifth in last year's event, joins 200 other U.S, colleges and universities, up from last year's 87 competitors. The competition runs from January 20th and will end on April 2nd, as it is being held in the month in which the community is currently involved, other Environmentally friendly ventures include SAC's Consent from Conservation and The "Bioclock Challenge."

Warm Temps in 2005 Simpering, RecycleMania has grown exponentially and now includes schools from all over the country.

The overall competition is split into sub-categories. In For Porta Classic, the original RecycleMania competitions, schools compete to see which can collect the largest amount of recyclables acceptable per person. In Wares Management, schools compete to see which can get the least amount of municipal solid waste (including both recyclables and trash) per person. This competition is intended to reward those schools that generate the least amount of waste and recyclables, encouraging them to reduce their collection and recycling. Schools are also ranked in a variety of target of material categories.

"Conn is impressive," said one amazing student from a highly competitive school. "You have to take a lot of classes and study hard to get good grades. You have to take a lot of classes and study hard to get good grades."

"It's really great that there's such a, conceptual effort by the student body in limiting the energy consumption," said Paul Dryden '07.

"It's something that everyone participates in," said one junior to "Little things, like being sure to recycle, can add up to big changes."

"It's really great that there's such a conceptual effort by the student body in limiting the energy consumption," said Paul Dryden '07.

The Conn community will be looking to step up its own methods of environmental protection and recycling this spring ( cosine

Upcoming Events At Conn

"3 Artists" sculptures on exhibit through March 2nd

-Rie Hachiyangi and Suno Sunny Park will speak about their work at 4:30 p.m. on Feb. 14 in Cummings Arts Center 308.
- Brian Burnett will give a lecture about his work on March 2 in 4 -5 p.m. in Cummings Arts Center 308.
-Curated by Greg Bailey, assistant professor of art

NEWS

SPORTS

"A beautiful stone is not beautiful in itself but in that which is reflected upon it. The greater the sphere of reflection the greater it will shine."

"Artists" sculptures on exhibit through March 2nd

-Rie Hachiyangi and Suno Sunny Park will speak about their work at 4:30 p.m. on Feb. 14 in Cummings Arts Center 308.
- Brian Burnett will give a lecture about his work on March 2 in 4 -5 p.m. in Cummings Arts Center 308.
-Curated by Greg Bailey, assistant professor of art

Read more about the recycling efforts at Conn, as well as other interesting issues in the Go Green section on campus life. We'll have next page for more information.

Camels Around The World

Christina Comfort’08: Biology Major

Grayhorse buddies are big there, and they have a lot of cheap airlines and hotels. And I actually got there 9 weeks early with my family. We stayed with this old retreat on the outskirts of Abu Dabab. James Cook, and went scuba diving. My favorite spot was near the Red Sea. It's basically a big surf town. I rented a little boat for 2 days, and then we went on a tour of beautiful scenery. You could see the rainbow while going all the way down to the shore, and a lot of big jagged rocks.

CV: What was the social life like?

CV: We did a lot of activities while we were there. We usually went out to eat and do other activities.

CV: Did you have fun on your field work?

CV: My class studied the intertidal zone. We had to take samples of seaweed and fish. We went back to our hotel and ate dinner.

CV: Did you enjoy any other events while you were there?

CV: I did a lot actually. It was really easy, because there's a lot of things to do.

CV: Did you enjoy any events while you were there?

CV: I did a lot actually. It was really easy, because there's a lot of things to do.

CV: Did you enjoy any other events while you were there?

CV: I did a lot actually. It was really easy, because there's a lot of things to do.

CV: Did you enjoy any other events while you were there?

CV: I did a lot actually. It was really easy, because there's a lot of things to do.
Higdon, Trustees Take A Stand

Activist students, faculty members, and administra-
tors at Conn have long spoken out against the usurpi-
ing human rights violations in Darfur, Sudan. This grass-
roots movement took on a new form upon the begin-
ing of winter break when the issue was brought to the
Executive Committee of Conn’s Board of Trustees. By
appealing to fund managers and other college presidents,
President Higdon, along with the Trustees, has taken a
勇敢 step towards the application of monetary pres-
sure on the Sudanese government enabling the genocide.

The trustees’ Executive Committee unanimously
endorsed Higdon’s letter, which requests that fund man-
agers “immediately divest from investments in compa-
nies that are in any way providing support to the gov-
ernment of Sudan in its genocidal campaign.” Higdon’s
letter, backed by the full support of the Board of
Trustees, signifies a deep commitment, on the part of the
Executive Committee of Conn’s Board of Trustees, to
make a difference.

Comparison to divestment from the South African
apartheid regime are immature; the landscape of insti-
tutional fund management is drastically more com-
plex than it was then. Fifteen years ago, institutions like
Conn had relatively direct control over its endowment
assets. Since that time, institutions have nearly univer-
sally adopted a co-mingled policy; to maximize the
potential of our endowment, our assets are arranged in
such a way that the school itself has a miniscule stake in
a gargantuan fund. Higdon and the Trustees have been
valiant in their actions. In terms of divestment, the most
Conn can do is to take a proactive stance in starting the
effect of the proverbial bandwagon. Hopefully, many
others will jump on.

The trustees request that fund managers immediately
remove their investments in companies that are in any way
providing support to the Sudanese government. The
College Voice stands in support of these actions. We
also encourage our readers to write to their own institu-
tions and demand a similar action.

The Voice appreciates honest, thoughtful student
opinion. However, if possible, please keep Letters
to the Editor to 300 words or less.

See below policies for additional details.

Thank you.

A Reminder:

Letters to the Editor are due strictly by
5:00 p.m. on the Wednesday preceding
publication. The College Voice reserves
the right to edit letters for clarity and
length. No unsigned or anonymous let-
ters will be published. However, names
may be withheld upon the author’s
request. The College Voice will not pub-
lish letters deemed to be a personal
attack on an individual. The College
Voice cannot guarantee the publication
of any submission. Letters should be
single-spaced, no longer than 300 words,
and must include a phone number for
verification. Please send all letters as a
Microsoft Word attachment to:
ccvoice@conncoll.edu

Get 2 for 1 Ski Passes to any of these
Great Mountains All Semester Long!
Only at Margaritas
Sunday River

MARGARITAS

Mexican Restaurant & Watering Hole

12 Water Street
Downtown Mystic
(860) 536-4589
Open for dinner daily at 4pm
For more information about Margaritas visit us at www.margs.com

A Note:

The College Voice would like to
welcome all
students, faculty
and staff back to
the
springsemester.

The College Voice
reserves the right to accept
or reject any ad. The Editors-in-Chief shall
have final content approval. The final
deadline for advertising is 5:00 p.m. on the
Wednesday preceding publication.
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THE STATE OF THE UNION IS...

Andrew Mory • 4/6/ADD

Actually, it didn’t end up being Norwalk. Say what one county? One million dollars I had while watching the State of the Union address...

I haven’t seen this much clapping given out since the STD infected guy taxpayer dollars, you know?

Congress would be more exciting if it had a sports

Speaker. .." That’s great and all, George, except that by saying those couple

sentences BEFORE you said Madam Speaker, you didn’t actually begin

to see the prices? I prefer the opaque ones, preferably in black font, at least

12 point, Times New Roman.

"We need to encourage price transparency ... " but then how will I be able

to pay for the book? I’m looking around quickly when a few people stand, and you can tell that they’re thinking "SIT SIT SIT SIT," then more people stand, their faces

are raised in the air...

Wealth and the American Dream

Fred Meyer • Summer

Many of you have heard the American Dream, America made the
top 1% and of course society and politics.

encourage your generation to do one of those areas sure don’t seem safe to me.

My personal experience, is the

Of Laura, on standing ovations and applause:

Wealth and the American Dream....

The advantages wealth holds

across cultures is thanks to the

American Red Cross

Two Perspectives

We are currently in the midst of a blood shortage epidemic. During our lifetime, one in every two people will need a blood transfusion. There is a 0.2% chance that someone will need blood during their lifetime. In order for the American Red Cross to meet its demands for the blood, there are a few factors to consider. The first factor is that the Red Cross is an independent blood supplier, and the second factor is that the Red Cross has imposed this policy on them. The American Red Cross has

The American Red Cross...
Weihnachten in der Stadt hat für jeden etwas spezielles zu bieten. Ich denke, dass die Städte und ihre Weihnachtsdeko von größter Relevanz für die Menschen sind. Die Ramadan-Ideologie sollte nicht nur in den Städten, sondern auch in den ländlichen Bereichen praktiziert werden.

Die Einwohner von Städten sollten in der Lage sein, ihre Freundschaften zu pflegen und ihre Bewohner in der Gemeinschaft zu unterstützen. Die Stadt soll nicht nur eine wirtschaftliche, sondern auch eine soziale, kulturelle und spirituelle Gemeinschaft darstellen.

Im Horizont der Zukunft sollten Städte innovative, nachhaltige und innovative Strategien entwickeln, um die Lebensqualität der Bewohner zu verbessern. Die Stadt sollte eine attraktive und ökologische Atmosphäre bieten, um die Bewohner anzuziehen und zu behalten.

Insgesamt hat die Weihnachtszeit in der Stadt eine große Bedeutung, und sie sollte von der Gemeinschaft bewusst und aktiv genutzt werden. Die Einwohner der Stadt sollten aktiv an der Stadtentwicklung und dem Erhalt ihrer Freundschaften beteiligt sein.

Wir als Einwohner der Stadt sollten unsere Weihnachtsdeko und unsere Freundschaften schützen und pflegen, um eine attraktive und nachhaltige Stadt zu schaffen, die für alle Bewohner und Besucher attraktiv ist.
Doctoring the Drama On and Off the Set of Grey's Anatomy

BY CHASE HOFFBERGER

BY ANDY PALLADINO

The Voice Page 2, 2007

BY SOFIE FITZGERALD

"You Hear That New Jam, Yet?"

BY ANDY PALLADINO

In the world of hip-hop, a jarring and distasteful move on...
**A Growing Feline Population At Conn**

Students, faculty, staff, and administrators have noticed the booming population of felines on campus. All have been left to speculate on the origins of this phenomenon. If you have any information on their source, or have a unique cat encounter to report, please email The Voice at activities@conncoll.edu. (Front)

**Darfur**

continued from page 1

In response to Darfur, a discussion on the importance of international legitimacy in convincing the Sudanese government to halt their actions, and the role that the international community should play in this struggle followed. Along with actions, and the role that the international recycling rivalry will result in.

**Recycle**

continued from page 1

A Connecticut College Recycling Energy Club's Concern from Conservation is a concern that will be funded by the money saved from energy conservation on campus. Focusing on last spring, 25% of the money saved from conserving energy this year will go towards SAC events, such as the ever-popular Floralia.

"We're anticipating to make a couple of thousand dollars for our planning of Floralia," said Dryden, SAC Concert Chair. He also wanted, "don't expect us to become involved in.

**What Is New In Shain?**

There are five laptops available for checkout at the Circulation Desk for use in the library. Each laptop has wireless networking and Microsoft Office Suite.

**Information Services News and Events**

**What Is New In Shain?**

- **Laptop Loaners**
  - There are five laptops available for checkout at the Circulation Desk for use in the library. Each laptop has wireless networking and Microsoft Office Suite.

- **Portable DVD Players**
  - You can check out one of three portable DVD players and headphones for the Circulation Desk for use in the library.

- **Quick Print Stations**
  - There are four print stations in the library that enable you to quickly print your work. Bring your document on a USB drive or download it from the shared student network space and print it.

The two standup stations to the left of the Reference Desk will be asked to vote for their favorite entry, so get online and vote.

**Stard**

Students, faculty, staff, and administrators have noticed the booming population of cats on campus. All have been left to speculate on the origins of this phenomenon. If you have any information on their source, or have a unique cat encounter to report, please email The Voice at activities@conncoll.edu. (Front)

**Wierd Al loves The Voice. Don't you love The Voice?**

If so (meaning you'd like to contribute), send an email to paste@conncoll.edu or slsir@conncoll.edu.
The Voice Photo Contest is back!
This week’s contest theme is:

TRAVEL.

We will be selecting weekly winners, to be printed in The Voice. These winners will then be placed in a grand prize pool. The first place photographer will receive a $100 prize (US currency).

Do you enjoy taking photographs?

Join The Voice photo staff!

If interested, email Liz at:

ekcry@conncoll.edu

Calling all photographers!

Red Cross continued from page 3

taken steps this past spring to change the policy by meeting with several groups and sending a joint recommendation to the FDA to change this policy. However, a 7-6 vote by the Blood Products Advisory Committee (BPAC) maintained the current policy.

Despite this unfair practice, the Red Cross is an indispensable organization, improving and saving the lives of hundreds of thousands. In the future, there is a high probability that one of us, a close friend, family member, or loved one will need a blood transfusion. That is why I urge you all to donate blood if you are able. There will be a SGA sponsored blood drive February 1st and 2nd from 12-5:30 in the 1962 room of Crozier Williams to allow our community the chance to participate and save the lives of those in need. Moreover, this will give us a prime opportunity to mobilize against an unfair policy. I believe we can exert considerable pressure by educating people on this discriminatory regulation, making people aware of its affects, and signing petitions stating that we do not support the FDA’s policy. Connecticut College’s Student Government has also been in contact with several of our peer schools expressing the need for blood and urging them to join the fight in campaigning against this policy.

Please keep your eyes open for more information about Connecticut College’s Blood Drive and be sure to sign up for a time to give blood February 1st and February 2nd from 12-5:30 in the 1962 room. Sign up sheets will be available at the information desk in Cro. Every little bit counts as your contribution may give a child the chance to grow into an adult, a father the opportunity to raise his children, and a relationship between two loving people to endure.

Four Day Forecast

“Usually Never Wrong”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Temperature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>Windy, High 35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>Partly Cloudy, High 27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>Partly Cloudy, High 23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>Windy, High 27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Camel Fun Page

Guess the Breed

Name that dog!

Last Issue: Corgi

Word Search:

Super Bowl

Across
1. Winning away
2. Barbershop quartet member
3. Last Supper question
4. G's helmet
5. One of two bucks
6. Put on the books
7. Big name in brewing
8. Bone of contention
9. Brilliant assemblage
10. A Poo
11. Banked
12. Cookie fruit
13. Doc's clue
14. Turn red
15. Good terms
16. In reserve
17. "Venice of the Orient"
18. "Sned" part
19. But holder?
20. Lassie's playmate
21. Gentle stream of song
22. Pal of Ceci the sea serpent
23. "Shame on you!
24. Half a fly
25. Jet set jet
26. "The X-Files" whatsit

Down
1. Wiff
2. Barbershop quartet member
3. Last Supper question
4. G's helmet
5. One of two bucks
6. Put on the books
7. Big name in brewing
8. Bone of contention
9. Brilliant assemblage
10. A Poo
11. Banked
12. Cookie fruit
13. Doc's clue
14. Turn red
15. Good terms
16. In reserve
17. "Venice of the Orient"
18. "Sned" part
19. But holder?
20. Lassie's playmate
21. Gentle stream of song
22. Pal of Ceci the sea serpent
23. "Shame on you!
24. Half a fly
25. Jet set jet
26. "The X-Files" whatsit

Sudoku

Fill the grid so that every row, every column and every 3x3 box contains the digits 1-9.

Easy

Medium

Hard
Heartbreak For Women's Hockey
By Eric DeBear
sports editor

Following a tough loss at Colby in which they arguably out-played the Bantams in every facet of the game, the Camels faced the least successful team in the conference in the final game of the season. Both teams entered the game with the number one seed in the conference. The Camels played a very strong first period which gave the hosts a 1-0 lead. The remaining teams in the Champions League have their tickets punched and will be ready to do battle in the opening rounds. For us, the challenge now is to figure out that the system is going to work for the remainder of the season. After obtaining FIFA approval for the grandest of stages. Congratulations to Zak, Matty, Bantams in an afternoon contest, Feb. 3rd at 2:00 p.m. for those who are not on close-up personal terms. We will make our challenge. We will not back down. Leading scorer Jill Mauer '08 for a goal. It was exchanged. Claire Goodwin's team followed a loss the first day of the season which gave them a second chance at the NCAA Frozen Four appearance in the 1998-1999 season. After the first semester of play, the team was looking at a respectable 3-7-0 record. They continued from page 10

Foul ball or technical-By Erin Davey '10 late in the second. Unfortunately, Conn faltered in the final frame as they allowed a Trinity goal midway through the period which gave them a 3-2 victory.

One bright spot in this somewhat downer's play, the Camels played a very strong first period which gave the hosts a 1-0 lead. The remaining teams in the Champions League have their tickets punched and will be ready to do battle in the opening rounds. For us, the challenge now is to figure out that the system is going to work for the remainder of the season. After obtaining FIFA approval for the grandest of stages. Congratulations to Zak, Matty, Bantams in an afternoon contest, Feb. 3rd at 2:00 p.m. for those who are not on close-up personal terms. We will make our challenge. We will not back down. Leading scorer Jill Mauer '08 for a goal. It was exchanged. Claire Goodwin's team followed a loss the first day of the season which gave them a second chance at the NCAA Frozen Four appearance in the 1998-1999 season. After the first semester of play, the team was looking at a respectable 3-7-0 record. They continued from page 10
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Welcome Back To The World's Game
Dear Sportsfans,
Welcome back to the colorful world of sports. High school, college and international competitions are heating up. Here's your very own inside view of sports news.

GERALD WOLS VIEWPOINT

Welcome back to another excit-
ing semester at Connecticut College and international sports, cover-
aged here by your very own inside view of sports news. I had a long discussion with a fellow athlete a week before the beginning of the week regarding the subject matter of my last column. After a long internal debate, I decided to start my second year at college with a two-part column. The second part (next week) will bring you back into the wonderful world of soccer (footy). I will report some news and thoughts on the most recent transfer talk that is going on with the soccer giants. The second half (part two from now on) will give an in-depth analysis of the remaining teams left in the Champions League. Last week's profiles as well as betting tips and odds of current matches stand ready for me, as my love for the game still runs deep.

Without further ado, let me dive into the latest news from around the European Football World. We will look at the Pace University Bobcats with both AC Milan and AC Milan powerhouse midfielder Gennaro Gattuso has committed his future to the Milan giants by extending his contract by two years until 2009. The 30-year-old Brazilian midfielder becomes the third Brazilian in AC Milan during the current transfer period (after Palmeiras' Marcão and right-back Massimo Oddo).

There has been a change at the helm of Bayern Munich. Felix Magath resigned last Tuesday night after his team proved to be the worst team in the Bundesliga. The former coach of Frankfurt and Mönchengladbach had predicted his own downfall. Only three days later, he has walked away from the club, leaving one million and three分公司 to satisfy his demands. AC Milan will give a detailed analysis of the Champions League, including profiles as well as betting tips and odds for the upcoming matches.

The Manchester United soccer team have officially purchased the services of Michael Owen from Liverpool for roughly $5.5 million. But don't be surprised if the transfer is completed two weeks from now.

The College Connecticut men's hockey team has had an active schedule since last report. The Camels are 7-6-1 on the season, with a 3-2 home record and a respectable 6-7-1 conference record, and have already ensured that they will finish better than last season's 4-7-3 mark. With one more win in their final six games, their men's hockey team will finish with their best winning percentage of Coach Jim West's four-year tenure. In fact, most Camel students left for Christmas break on December 20th. The Camels have gone 3-6-1, including two impressive home wins over NESCAC conference foes Hamilton and Bowdoin (January 20th). However, to go along with these two noble home victories, CC also registered two home losses (coming on January 19th vs. Colby and January 26th in Andover).

Greg Parker's '10 is outstanding in performance for next in the College in the Camels game, but his dominant effort was not enough to slow down the Minors' offensive attack. Connecticu would ultimately fall to 1-0 as the Minors' rolling mountaineers counters with a final goal. On February 13th, Brian Warner '09 scored the lone Camel goal. Jack Fohey '07 and Brian Moore '10 assisted on Winners' first period goal. For the visitors, TJ. Kelley scored the lone Camei goal. Jake Coderre '10 notched 12 points and two rebounds, while Laura Coderre continued her excellent performance in net for the Camels with 21 points and six rebounds. Three in a row for the Camels, and two in the second, the game once again picking up steam. Without further ado, let me dive into the latest news from around the European Football World. We will look at the Pace University Bobcats with both AC Milan and AC Milan powerhouse midfielder Gennaro Gattuso has committed his future to the Milan giants by extending his contract by two years until 2009. The 30-year-old Brazilian midfielder becomes the third Brazilian in AC Milan during the current transfer period (after Palmeiras' Marcão and right-back Massimo Oddo).

There has been a change at the helm of Bayern Munich. Felix Magath resigned last Tuesday night after his team proved to be the worst team in the Bundesliga. The former coach of Frankfurt and Mönchengladbach had predicted his own downfall. Only three days later, he has walked away from the club, leaving one million and three分公司 to satisfy his demands. AC Milan will give a detailed analysis of the Champions League, including profiles as well as betting tips and odds for the upcoming matches.

The Manchester United soccer team have officially purchased the services of Michael Owen from Liverpool for roughly $5.5 million. But don't be surprised if the transfer is completed two weeks from now.

The College Connecticut men's hockey team has had an active schedule since last report. The Camels are 7-6-1 on the season, with a 3-2 home record and a respectable 6-7-1 conference record, and have already ensured that they will finish better than last season's 4-7-3 mark. With one more win in their final six games, their men's hockey team will finish with their best winning percentage of Coach Jim West's four-year tenure. In fact, most Camel students left for Christmas break on December 20th. The Camels have gone 3-6-1, including two impressive home wins over NESCAC conference foes Hamilton and Bowdoin (January 20th). However, to go along with these two noble home victories, CC also registered two home losses (coming on January 19th vs. Colby and January 26th in Andover).

Gary Parker's '10 is outstanding in performance for next in the College in the Camels game, but his dominant effort was not enough to slow down the Minors' offensive attack. Connecticu would ultimately fall to 1-0 as the Minors' rolling mountaineers counters with a final goal. On February 13th, Brian Warner '09 scored the lone Camel goal. Jack Fohey '07 and Brian Moore '10 assisted on Winners' first period goal. For the visitors, TJ. Kelley scored the lone Camei goal. Jake Coderre '10 notched 12 points and two rebounds, while Laura Coderre continued her excellent performance in net for the Camels with 21 points and six rebounds. Three in a row for the Camels, and two in the second, the game once again picking up steam.